Abstract. We propose a new measurement concept that can be implemented in the third generation of gravitational-wave (GW) detectors: the discrete sampling variation measurement (DSVM). We demonstrate that this method allows to overcome the standard quantum limit (SQL) for free body and improve the sensitivity of interferometric gravitational wave detectors in wide frequency band. DSVM technique is based on a well known method of quantum variation measurement that suggests to modulate in the optimal way the local oscillator phase in homodyne readout scheme of interferometric detector in order to measure such quadrature of the output light wave that has minimal uncertainty at the moment and therefore can be measured with precision, higher than SQL. The main disadvantage of variation measurement is the necessity to know "a priori" the form of detected signal in order to choose optimally the modulation function. It can be overcome if one modulates the local oscillator phase periodically with period less than sampling period required by Nyquist-Kotel'nikov-Shannon sampling theorem, and then filters the output data using optimally chosen filter functions.
Introduction
Large scale laser interferometers built in an effort to detect and investigate gravitational waves (GW), this most subtle consequence of A. Einstein's general relativity, have been committed to operation several years ago all over the world. These are LIGO [1] in USA, VIRGO [2] and GEO 600 [3] in Europe, TAMA 300 [4] in Japan. However, the scientific challenges this detectors have faced require additional efforts towards improving its sensitivity. The most sensitive to date interferometers of LIGO project are capable of detecting gravitational waves from the canonical NS-NS inspiral at ranges of approximately 8 Mpc [5] . It means that gravitationalwave interferometers have already reached sensitivity rather close to the fundamental limit of sensitivity for traditional detectors, i. e. the Standard Quantum Limit (SQL) [6, 7, 8] . The second generation of detectors represented by such projects as Advanced LIGO (or LIGO-II) should have sensitivity at the level of SQL. But further progress is impossible without introducing new designs and methods of detection that are not limited by SQL. Therefore the third generation of LIGO interferometers is planned to operate at sensitivities under the SQL, and in this paper we present the new SQL-free readout procedure that can be implemented in the third generation of gravitational-wave detectors, i. e. the discrete sampling variation measurement (DSVM).
It is well known that sensitivity of GW interferometers suffers from numerous noise sources.
Fortunately, only few of them may create serious obstacles for further improvement of detector sensitivity. Namely, quantum noise of laser light and thermal noise in mirrors coatings [9] . Though the last one is a real headache for the LIGO community it is not a fundamental noise source and therefore can be overcome, in principle, by improving coating materials and technology. In this paper we will concentrate on the photon quantum noise because it is responsible for existence of the fundamental sensitivity limitation in traditional LIGO and Advanced LIGO interferometers, i.e. the SQL. This limitation is a consequence of non optimal choice of observable to be measured, i.e. the relative displacementx of movable mirrors in GW interferometer arms. Test mass m positionx(t) does not commute with itself at different times
It means that meter influences the position of test mass during the measurement and perturbs it, i.e. there exists the back action of meter on the measured observable (see [7] for details). It is the origin of the SQL, and it has a consequence of great significance: if one desires to measure some test body observableq with arbitrary precision he must require thatq satisfies the simultaneous measurability condition:
The detailed consideration of the above reasoning can be found in [8, 10] . However, this can be used to beat the SQL. One of the methods to do it was proposed by S.P. Vyatchanin, A.B. Matsko, and E.A. Zubova in [11, 12] . Authors called this the quantum variation measurement. It suggests to measure not the test mass positionx but some linear combination of its position and momentumq(t) =x(t) + α(t)p(t). It can be readily shown for free test body that condition (1) can be fulfilled:
A legal question arises how the measurement of observableq can be implemented in practice? The answer is relatively simple: measurement of linear combination of test mass position and momentum is equivalent to the creation of controllable cross correlation between the uncertainty of the meter output signal and fluctuational back action force applied to the test object by the meter. In GW interferometer the first noise corresponds to the fluctuations of the laser light phase (photon shot noise) while back action noise is concerned with its intensity fluctuations (radiation pressure noise). Controllable cross correlation between these noises can be created using optical homodyne readout scheme, where the output signal wave of interferometer is mixed with strong local oscillator wave by means of beam splitter. Changing local oscillator phase one can control the value of cross correlation between shot and radiation pressure noises in the output signal. We will consider the principles of quantum variation measurement more precisely in Section 2 of this paper. However, the considered above method has a severe disadvantage. If we are trying to detect some weak classical force acting upon the test mass and want to use variation measurement, then we should know the exact shape of signal force (time dependence) and its arrival time before the measurement. As shown in [11] the optimal time dependence of α(t) is a functional of signal time dependence. In order to overcome this difficulty it was proposed in [13] and further developed in [14] to divide all the measurement time into small intervals which duration τ is chosen so that one can neglect signal variation during this time. In terms of sampling theorem [15, 16, 17] effective signal with known time dependence, and variation function α(t) is chosen in accordance with this effective signal. In this case, variation measurement is performed periodically and real signal can be reconstructed after all the measurements have been performed, just applying the appropriate filtering-reconstruction algorithm to the measurement data record. The details of this procedure will be considered in Sec. 3. In Section 4 we will make some conclusions and consider prospectives of proposed method for future GW detectors and other aspects of modern physics.
Quantum variation measurement
Consider the simple scheme of position meter presented in Figure 1 . The classical signal force F GW (t) acts on the probe body and causes its displacement x GW (t) which is measured by the meter. In GW detectors movable mirrors act as probe body and signal force is created by gravitational wave. Position meter, being a quantum device, perturbs the state of probe body by back action forceF BA (t) which, in turn, causes additional displacement
In the process of measurement meter adds its own measurement noise x meas (t) and its output signal can be represented as:
The sensitivity of measurement is determined by the total noise spectral density:
where Ω is the observation frequency and χ(Ω) is the probe body susceptibility which is the Fourier transform of operator
In GW interferometers where laser light plays the role of the meter, measurement noisê x meas (t) is represented by quantum fluctuations of light phase (photon shot noise) and its spectral density is inversely proportional to laser light power W , while back action forceF BA (t) created by random radiation pressure force acting on the interferometer mirrors due to quantum fluctuations of light amplitude (photon radiation pressure noise) has spectral density directly proportional to. W :
It means that total noise (3) can not be made arbitrarily small and there exists optimal value of optical power W SQL that provides minimum to the S total x (Ω). If there are no losses in our system, then spectral densities satisfy the uncertainty relation:
and the minimal value of total noise can be written as:
This expression is the Standard Quantum Limit or SQL for displacement meter. Though we have obtained it on the example of optical interferometer our conclusions are common for wide class of systems which can be described by scheme of Figure 1 , i.e. for any device performing coordinate (in wide sense) measurement. How can the SQL be overcome? Note that we have obtained the SQL in supposition that measurement noise and back action noise are statistically independent. Let suppose that one can make them depend on each other and control their cross correlation, then the total noise spectral density will be equal to 1 :
Use of uncertainty relation for correlated noises and simple algebraic transformations allows to rewrite expression (5)
as a sum of two non negative terms, where the first one can be regarded as measurement noise term and the second one as back action term. Moreover, the second term will be equal to zero if
In this case the total noise can be made arbitrarily small just increasing S BA F (Ω) (in optical meters it can be performed by increasing optical power). It means that introduction of proper cross correlation between the noises allows to eliminate the back action and thus to overcome the SQL.
In GW interferometers, the proper cross correlation between shot and radiation pressure noises can be introduced using homodyne readout scheme presented in Figure 2 . Signal wave leaving the interferometer is mixed on the beam-splitter with strong local oscillator wave having the same optical frequency. After the beam splitter the two mixed light beams go to photo detectors whose output photo currents I 1 and I 2 are subtracted from each other by difference scheme. Mixing the signal wave with local oscillator wave introduces cross correlation between shot and radiation pressure fluctuations, which depends on phase shift ζ LO between these two waves. Notice, however, that proper cross correlation spectral density S xF (Ω) in (6) depends on frequency and compensation should be performed within all the frequency range of interest. How can it be performed if we only have the phase shift ζ LO as a parameter that can be controlled? There are two possible solutions. The first one, known as spectral variation measurement [18] , suggests to insert additional filter cavities between the interferometer and homodyne readout, and choose the parameters of these cavities so that output signal should acquire additional frequency dependent phase shift, passing through these cavities, so that (6) will be fulfilled within wide frequency range. However authors of [18] have shown that these filter cavities 1 Hereinafter by asterisk * we will denote the operation of complex conjugation. should have the same several kilometres length as the main cavities of the GW interferometer that can be hardly realized in practice. The second way is to vary the homodyne phase in time, i.e. ζ LO = ζ LO (t). In this case, however, as shown in [11] , the optimal time dependence of ζ LO (t) and signal time dependence are related functions as pointed out in Introduction. In order to overcome this difficulty the discrete sampling variation measurement method was proposed. We will consider it in the next Section.
Discrete sampling variation measurement
The output signal of the meter with homodyne readout, expressed in terms of force acting on probe body, can be represented as:
where α(t) is the normalized cross correlation between the measurement and radiation pressure noises which can be defined by dividing measurement noise into termx (0) meas (t) not correlated withF BA (t) and the term which is correlated with back action:
Thus, if we know the upper frequency of signal Ω max then we can represent our signal as an expansion in the basis of shift-invariant functions v k (t) = v(t − kτ ) with τ π/Ω max :
and
are the noise parts of discrete samplesF k . It should be noted here that the choice of shiftinvariant filter functions is equivalent to dividing all the measurement time into short time intervals with duration τ , and that function α(t) should be periodic with the same period τ : α(t) = α(t + kτ ). In order to minimize noise term in (8) it is necessary to find such filter functions v k (t) and periodic function α(t) that will provide minimum to the signal-to-noise ratio functional:
where F GW (Ω) is the signal force spectrum and
is the effective spectral density of the DSVM procedure, andṽ(Ω) is the spectrum of filter function v(t), S x and S F are the spectral densities ofx (0) meas (t) andF BA (t), correspondingly. We should emphasize that the above mentioned meter noises are expected to be δ-correlated in order to provide constant spectral densities S x and S F . This situation relates to the case of wide-band interferometer whose bandwidth is significantly larger than the signal upper frequency Ω max . It is obvious from the above consideration that filter functions v k (t) and variation function α(t) should be chosen so that they will provide maximum to the SNR (9). However, one can notice that full optimization of (9) can be performed only when signal spectrum F GW (Ω) is known. We propose to circumvent this difficulty by minimizing spectral density (10) at some given frequency Ω which can be chosen in accordance with predictions of astrophysicists.
Even in this case the general optimization is quite difficult. It can be shown that due to shiftinvariance of filter functions there exists the following relation between filter functions v k (t) and their spectraṽ n (Ω) [19] :
Using it and periodicity of α(t) the spectral density (9) can be rewritten as
where
is shifted in frequency inverse mechanical susceptibility of the probe body (or Fourier transform of operator D D D). Now it is possible to perform integration with respect to time t in (11) . As a result, one can rewrite spectral density S(Ω) as (we will omit frequency dependence for simplicity):
where |V =ṽ n (Ω)/ṽ(Ω) is a vector, constructed from filter functions, andŜ is a matrix with the following elements:
where δ nm is the Kronecker symbol and
Now we can formulate the optimization problem for S(Ω)
:
with additional obvious condition on |V : where |δ 0 is a vector with all coordinates equal to δ 0n . Differentiation of S(Ω) with respect to vector |V coordinates V n using (14) gives the following system of linear equations for |V
where λ is the Lagrange multiplier, andŜ −1 is the matrix inverse toŜ. Substituting the last expression into (14) we obtain that λ = 1
00 is the zero element of the inverse matrixŜ −1 . Thus, the DSVM spectral density S(Ω) can be expressed as
where |Ŝ| is the determinant of matrixŜ and |M 00 (Ŝ)| is the minor of matrixŜ that is obtained by removing 0-th column and 0-th row. The second step in optimization is to find optimal values of A k and A
k . It is worth to note that these values are the Fourier coefficients of functions α(t) and α 2 (t), correspondingly, and therefore are not independent. The following expression describes the relation between A k and A (2) k :
Taking this and (15) into account one can write the following optimization equations with respect to A k :
Unfortunately, we have not yet found the general solution of this system and therefore the absolute minimum of DSVM spectral density S(Ω). However, two special cases of the above problem are considered and exact solutions are found.
Band-limited filter functions.
Here we suppose that spectrum of filter function v(t) is limited by the same constraints as signal spectrum, i.e.ṽ(Ω) = 0 only if −Ω max Ω Ω max . In this case it occurs that spectral density (10) does not depend on filter functions v k (t) at all. Indeed, for band-limited v(t) the vector |V ≡ |δ 0 , and thus
This expression can be further minimized with respect to A n . It is obvious that S(Ω) will achieve minimum only if all A n = 0 except A 0 which should be equal to: where Ω 0 is the fixed frequency where S(Ω) should have minimum:
At this frequency back action term in S(Ω 0 ) is equal to zero. One can readily see that this case corresponds to time independent constant homodyne phase and is not very interesting because allows to obtain significant sensitivity gain only within the narrow frequency band around Ω 0 .
Time-limited filter functions.
The second special case corresponds to such filter functions v(t) which are not equal to zero only within the ranges of time interval −τ /2 t τ /2. Thus, we see that only terms with k = 0 survive in (10) and it acquires the following form:
Now the back action term in S(Ω) can be nullified completely if α(t) is chosen properly:
and spectral density of DSVM takes the form:
Optimizing the above expression with respect to v(t) with additional obvious condition that v(Ω 0 ) = const, we can obtain the following differential Lagrange equation with boundary conditions for filter function v(t):
where λ is a Lagrange multiplier, and we suppose that filter function is even. The above equation can be easily solved if details of probe body dynamics are defined. For probe body being a free mass, like mirrors in GW detectors, the dynamics operator is equal to
, and the problem (19) can be written as
Solution of this problem is the following: Substituting this solution into (18) we obtain the expression for the spectral density of DSVM method with time-limited filter functions:
where S SQL F (Ω 0 ) = mΩ 2 0 is the spectral density of SQL for force at frequency Ω 0 , W SQL is the optical power that is necessary to achieve S SQL F (Ω 0 ) in traditional position meter, W is the optical power circulating in DSVM meter, and f (Ω, Ω 0 ) is a quite cumbersome dimensionless function of frequencies Ω and Ω 0 . The plot of function f (Ω, Ω 0 ) at fixed Ω 0 = Ω max /2 is presented in Figure 3 . We do not plot this function for other values of Ω 0 as it depends very weakly on this parameter.
A close look at the obtained result shows that time-limited filter functions though allow to eliminate the back action noise from the meter output, but demand very high energetic price for this. Indeed, one can notice a very unpleasant multiplier 360/(Ω 4 0 τ 4 ). This value combined with fraction W SQL (Ω 0 )/W shows the number of times optical power W in DSVM meter should be higher than W SQL (Ω 0 ) in order to overcome the SQL at given frequency Ω 0 . For example, if Ω 0 = Ω max /2 this value is equal to 59.1. Of course, such optical powers can not be used (and achieved!) in large cavities of conventional detectors because, e.g. for LIGO project the value of W SQL at 100 Hz is equal to 840 kW. However, we propose to use DSVM in small position meters with short cavities, which can be used as local meters for intracavity topologies of GW detectors (see [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] ). The detailed analysis of possible design of advanced intracavity GW interferometer with DSVM-based local meter is performed in [25] . It was shown that using advanced "optical lever" intracavity scheme (see [24] ) combined with DSVM-based local meter, the SQL can be overcome, approximately, 3-fold in wide frequency band and even with optical power, circulating inside the large interferometer, less than 840 kW, but the requirements for the local meter optics occur to be tough. Therefore, we hope that more general solution of DSVM problem will allow to overcome this difficulties.
Conclusion
Summing up this article we can conclude that discrete sampling variation measurement (DSVM) technique is a novel and prospective method of ultra precise quantum measurement. The main advantage of this method compared to the traditional ones is that its sensitivity is not limited by the SQL and therefore it can be used widely in different areas of research where quantum properties of the object are investigated or play significant role. Due to this fact we propose to use DSVM in advanced 3-rd generation GW detectors. Since DSVM is most suitable for use in optical meters with short, wide-band optical cavities (bandwidth of the meter should be significantly greater than the studied signals frequencies), we propose to use it for improving the sensitivity of local meters in intracavity topologies of GW antennae. It was shown in [25] that even with not completely optimal parameters the use of DSVM technique allows to obtain the 3-fold gain in sensitivity compared to the Advanced LIGO projected sensitivity in wide frequency band with approximately the same requirements on optical power, circulating inside the interferometer. Further development of proposed method we believe can place it among the most probable candidates for implementation in 3-rd generation of GW antennae.
